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Preface

The main purpose of this book is to provide the interested, scientifically
oriented reader with an overview of tropical cyclones. Only very limited
mathematical discussion is presented, with m st of the text stressing phy-
sical understanding of this important and inter sting atmospheric feature.

One difficulty with writing this text was the use of dimensional units. In
the United States, even the scientific commun ty will interchange feet and
metres, miles and kilometres, as well as knots statute miles per hour, and
metres per second. The convention adopted in this book is to provide dual
dimensional references in two of the three unit that are applied to tropical
cyclone studies (imperial, metric, and nautic I units). I have elected to
retain the unit of the original source and have provided one of the equiv-
alent dimensional units parenthetically. Whe original Figures are used
which have imperial units, the Figure caption includes the metric or nau-
tical equivalent. In quotations, the original di ensional unit referred to is
retained.

Often in original sources from the United States, miles and miles per
hour were used without reference to nautical r statute miles. The general
convention which I have adopted is to assu e nautical units for marine
data sources, and statute miles for land-bas d observations. While the
nautical mile is an international unit (based on /60 degree of latitude), the
statute mile is an American anachronism. The referred units should be the
metric system. Unfortunately, since this text us s a considerable amount of
original material from United States' publicati ns of the 1960s and 1950s
and earlier, the inclusion of imperial units is unavoidable. For the con-
venience of the reader, useful dimensional con ersion units are:

1 kilometre = 0.545 nautical mile
1 nautical mile = 1.83 kilometres

= 1.15 statute miles
1 statute mile = 1.59 kilometres
1 metre = 39.37 inches

= 3.28 feet
1 foot = 0.3048 metres
1 inch = 2.54 centimetres

= 25.4 millimetres





2 The H~rricane

MILES OF THE COAST FROM ExlrREME SOUTHEASTERN
LOUISIANA TO FORT WALTON BEtCH FLORIDA.

HEA VY RAINS WITH LOCAL AMPUNTS 8 TO 10 INCHES
WILL SPREAD INTO SOUTHEAST MtSISSIPPI ...SOUTHWEST
ALABAMA... AND THE FLORID~PANHANDLE TONIGHT.
ANY FLOOD STATEMENTS NEED D WILL BE ISSUED BY
THE LOCAL WEATHER BUREAU 0 FICES.

AT 9 PM CDT ...THE CENTER ~ HURRICANE CAMILLE

WAS LOCATED BY NEW ORLE S AND OTHER LAND

BASED RADARS NEAR LATITUDE 29.9 NORTH. ..LONGI-
TUDE 89.1 WEST... OR ABOUT 351MILES SOUTH OF GULF-
PORT MISSISSIPPI AND 60 MILES BAST OF NEW ORLEANS.
CAMILLE WILL CONTINUE NORTHf ARD ABOUT 15 MPH.

HIGHEST WINDS ARE ESTIMAT~ 190 MPH NEAR THE

CENTER. HURRICANE FORCE WI DS EXTEND OUTWARD

60 MILES AND GALES EXTEND 0 ARD 180 MILES FROM
THE CENTER. THE AIR FORCE RECON FLIGHT INTO
CAMILLE THIS AFTERNOON R PORTED A CENTRAL
PRESSURE OF 26.61 INCHES.

THOSE IN THE PATH OF THE EY ARE REMINDED THAT
THE WINDS WILL DIE DOWN SUDD NL Y IF THE EYE PASSES
OVER YOUR AREA BUT THE WIND WILL INCREASE AGAIN
RAPIDLY AND FROM THE OPPOS TE DIRECTION AS THE
EYE MOVES A WAY. THE LULL WITH CAMILLE WILL
PROBABLY LAST FROM A FEW MINUTES TO ONE HALF
HOUR AND PERSONS SHOULD NOrr VENTURE FAR FROM
SAFE SHELTER. I

WINDS GUSTED TO SLIGHTLY OV R 100 MPH AT BOOTH-
VILLE LOUISIANA ABOUT 7 PM. N W ORLEANS WEATHER
BUREAU OFFICE WAS REPORTIN WINDS 45 TO 50 MPH
WITH GUSTS TO NEAR 70 MPH AT 8 PM.

REPEATING THE 9 PM POSmON ..29.9 NORTH... 89.1
WEST.

THE NEXT ADVISORY WILL BE j ISSUED BY THE NEW

ORLEANS WEATHER BUREAU AT 1 PM AND BULLETINS AT

1 AND 3 AM CDT.

Over 139 people died that night in Mississippi and south-eastern
Louisiana as a direct result of Hurricane Camhle.

Two days later, the remnants of what wasi ce Hurricane Camille began
to pass over central Virginia. No weather wa ing nor watch was issued. By
morning, 109 people were dead, most of the in Nelson County. Within
about six hours, up to 30 in. (762 mm) of rain ~ad fallen in that area, result-
ing in the liquidification of soils on mountaiij slopes in the watersheds of
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Five levels of hurricanes have been defined. r he scale used to catalogue
hurricane intensity is referred to as the Saffir Simpson Damage-Potential
Scale.

Hurricane

Levell

Level 2

Central pressure
(Inches of mercury in a
barometer are given in
parentheses)

-

> 980 mb

(28.94 in.)
965-979 mb

(28.50-28.94 in.)
945-964 mb
(27.91-28.49 in.)
920-944 mb

(27.17-27.90 in.)
< 920 mb
« 27.17 in.)

Jevel3

Level 4

Level 5

Maximum sustained winds

64-83 kn.
(74-95 statute m.p.h.)
84-95 kn.
(96-109 statute m. p.h.)
96-113 kn.
(110-130 statute m.p.h.)
114-135 kn.
(131-155 statute m.p.h.)
> 135 kn.
(> 155 statute m.p.h.)
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ORIGIN

Hurricanes develop only in certain areas f the earth's oceans, with
pronounced preferences for certain periods 0 the year. Figures 1.1(a)-(d)
illusttatet.~e1oca~on of first detection of inte sifying tropical disturbances,
which late:ti:developed into storms with ma imum sustained winds of at
least 40-50 kn., during the period 1952-71. our three-month periods are
illustrated. About two-thirds of the storms reached hurricane intensity.
Figure 1.2(a) presents the total number of st ms for the 20-year period of
study; Figure 1.2(b) the percentage contribut d by each genesis region.

The genesis regions during the year whic have an average of at least
one occurrence during the three-month perio are as follows. (The average
number of occurrences is given in paranthese ; data from Gray 1975.)

Jan-Feb-March: South Indian Ocean (8.5
South Pacific (6.3)
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North and West Australi (5.8)
Western North Pacific (1. )

April-May-June: Western North Pacific ( .0)
North Indian Ocean (3.3
South Pacific (2.3)
East Pacific (1.9)
South Indian Ocean (1.2

July-August-Sept: Western North Pacific (11.7)
Western Atlantic (8.4)
East Pacific (7.7)
North Indian Ocean (5. )

Oct-Nov-Dec: Western North Pacific (12. )
North Indian Ocean (4.9)
South Indian Ocean (3.9)
West Atlantic (2.7)
South Pacific (2.0)
East Pacific (1.8)

As is evident from these numbers, the m st active region of tropical
cyclone activity is the western north Pacific wHich averaged 18.5 storms per
year over the 20-year study period, with storms likely to occur throughout
the year. tOf those origin areas from which storm can directly influence the
weather in the United States, the western Atla tic had an annual average of
11.1 storms, while the east Pacific, with it somewhat longer tropical
cyclone season, had an annual average of 11. storms.

MOVEMENT

Of even more importance than the 10catiO~ of origin of tropical low

pressure systems is their track after they form Figures 1.3(a)-(g) illustrate

the path of all tropical cyclones globally for e 10"year period 1968-77.
While it is difficult to track individual storms f om these Figures, regions of
high frequency of occurrences of storm passa e are easily viewed by their
large concentrations of tracks. Correspondingly, areas of infrequent but
occasional storm passage are more clearly shown. Such locations may actu-
ally be more at risk. The climatological infr~quency of tropical cyclone
occurrences at those sites would tend to provi e an aura of insulation from
this type of atmospheric hazard.

Tropical cyclone tracks by month for the 1 -year period given in Figures
1.3(a)-(g) are illustrated in Figures 1.4(a)-(I). The major changes in storm
activity during the year are clearly illustrated i the Figures.

In the west Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico and C ribbean Sea, the probability
of at least one tropical cyclone per year en ring a 2.5 degree latitude-
longitude box is shown in Figure 1.5. The hi hest probabilities are in the
lesser Antilles, through the Yucatan straits between the Gulf and the
Caribbean, and north of the Bahamas east of the south-eastern coast of the
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Source: Gray 19l'S

United States. The frequency of occurrence of tropical stOrDlS and hurri-
canes anywhere in this ocean basin as a function of day of the year is shown

in Figure 1.6.
During 1985 in the Atlantic, over 3,000-4,000 million dollars' worth of

damage afflicted property within the United States alone. Tropical cyclone
tracks in the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean region for the period
1900-89 are given in Appendix A, in order to illustrate the year-to-year
variability and the trends over time in storm activity in this ocean basin.

In reality, of course, tropical low pressure systems are not points or line
segments, as displayed in Appendix A and in Figures l.3(a)-(g) and
1.4(a)-(I), but have finite areas. A more inforDlative method of presenting
this inforDlation would be to display the area of gale winds, and the region
of different intensities of hurricane force winds, using the Saffir/Simpson
scale. Figure 1.7 schematically shows how such a presentation would
appear for a storm that evolves from a tropical stOrDl (at time 0) to a hurri-

cane level 2 (at time 36 hrs).
It is important to note two major observed characteristics of tropical

cyclones as displayed in Figure 1.7.

.The area of damaging winds extends well beyond the point location of
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Figure 1.3(e~ Typical tropical cyclone tracks in the south Indian Ocean, for the 10-year period of 1968-77

Source: Gray 1~5

The earth rotates every 24 hours around an axis that is tilted at an angle
of 23.5° with respect to the plane of its orbit. As a result of this tilt, during
the summer season in either the northern or southern hemisphere, sunshine
is more direct on a flat surface at a given latitude than it is during the
winter season. Poleward of 66.5° of latitude~ the tilt of the earth is such
that, for at least one complete day (at 66.5°) and for as long as six months
(at 90°), the sun is above the horizon during the summer season and below
the horizon during the winter.

The troposphere is the layer of the atmosphere in which most weather
occurs. It is characterized by temperatures which generally decrease with
height. Its height varies from less than 10 km over polar regions to up to
18 km in the tropics. Above this height, temperatures become nearly
constant and then, higher up, increase with height as a result of the
absorption of ultraviolet solar radiation during ozone formation. This layer
of the atmosphere above the troposphere is called the stratosphere. The
level at which the temperature decrease with height stops is called the
tropopause.

As a result of the asymmetric distribution of solar heating described
above, during the winter season, high latitudes become very cold in the
troposphere because of the long nights. In the summer at high latitudes, the
troposphere warms significantly as a result oj the long hours of daylight.
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However, because of the oblique angle of the sunlight, the temperatures
remain, in general, relatively cool compared to regions in the summer mid-
latitudes. Equatorward of about 30., however, substantial and similar
radiational heating from the sun occurs during both winter and summer.
The tropical troposphere, therefore, has comparatively little variation in
temperature during the year.

In the troposphere, the demarcation between the cold, polar air and the
warmer tropical atmosphere is usually well defined by the polar front:
poleward of the front, the air is of polar origin; equatorward it is of tropical
origin. The colder, polar air is denser than the tropical air. Over a 30 per
cent difference in densities at the surface is possible for extreme wintertime
contrasts. During the winter season, the polar front is generally located at
lower latitudes and is stronger than in the summer.

The region of greatest solar heating at the surface in the humid tropics
results in areas of deep cumulonimbus convection. These cumulonimbus
clouds occur because, upon condensation in the lower troposphere, the
clouds are warmer than the surrounding ambient atmosphere. These clouds
transport water substance, sensible heat and the earth's rotational
momentum to the upper portion of the troposphere. The tropopause in
these latitudes is around 17-18 km as a result of the vigorous mixing of the
atmosphere by the convection.

Since motion upward into the stratosphere is inhibited by a very stable
thermal stratification, the air transported upward by the convection
diverges poleward in the upper troposphere. This divergence aloft results in
a minimum of pressure at the surface, which is referred to as the equatorial
trough. As the air is transported poleward, it is deflected towards the right
in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere,
since it tends to retain the angular momentum of the near-equatorial
region. At low latitudes the angular momentum is large, as a result of the
earth's rotation.

(The tendency of an air parcel to conserve its momentum results in this
horizontal deflection. The deflection occurs because, according to
Newton's first principle, a parcel in motion in a certain direction will retain
the same motion unless acted on by an exterior force. With respect to a
rotating earth, therefore, a moving parcel which is conserving its
momentum [i.e. not acted on by an exterior force] will appear to be
deflected with respect to fixed points on the rotating earth. As seen from a
fixed point in space, a parcel that is conserving its momentum would be
moving in a straight line. This apparent force on air motion is called the
Coriolis effect. In the northern hemisphere, air tends to rotate counter-
clockwise around large-scale low pressure systems and clockwise around
large-scale high pressure systems, as a result of the Corio lis effect. In the
southern hemisphere, the flow direction is reversed.)

Upon reaching around 30. of latitude poleward of the equatorial trough,
the air is travelling primarily towards the east as a result of the tendency to
conserve its higher momentum. Since motion upward is constrained by the
stratosphere, the air must descend. The resultant compressional warming,
as the air descends, creates vast regions of strong, thermodynamic stability










































































































































































































































































































































































































































